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Most people think of cash or money as simply coins or paper money, but in the USA the Courts have ruled 

differently: 

http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/EXCERPT OF LEGAL MOTION SUBMITTED TO A COURT 

REGARDING FORECLOSURE.pdf 

Additionally, in the USA, in 2014 a Federal Court case determined that BITCOIN is money: 

http://www.chips-corner.com/Texas Federal Magistrate Reaffirms Ruling that Bitcoin is Money.pdf  

Also, in that same year, the IRS acknowledged that virtual currency may be used to pay for goods and 

services; thus, accepting virtual currency in general as money: 

http://www.chips-corner.com/IRS ADVISORY NOTICE 2014-21.pdf 

Tying back in to all of the above, in 2015 the USA CFTC ruled that BITCOIN and other virtual currencies 

are commodities (with commodities, as per Court rulings as indicated above, also having been defined as 

money): 

http://www.chips-corner.com/Bitcoin Is Officially a Commodity.pdf 

Additionally, the USA having accepted the UN UNCITRAL CONVENTION as law, INTERNATIONAL BILLS OF 

EXCHANGE issued as per that CONVENTION’s rules and in UNITED STATES DOLLARS, are money. 

All of the above may thus be considered under the category of “current funds in lawful money” in the 

FEDERAL RESERVE ACT SECTION 13, as being acceptable within the FEDERAL RESERVE banking system: 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/aboutthefed/section13.htm  

Also, as per SECTION 13, a Federal reserve bank may receive deposits from any of its member banks, or 

other depository institutions. 

Similarly, ADVERTISING CREDIT PROMISSORY NOTES issued by HOWSE SERVICES, INC as per the UNIFORM 

COMMERCIAL CODE of the State of Texas, USA, as per SECTION 13 may be taken on deposit for collection. 

However, in FEDERAL RESERVE ACT SECTION 13 the operative word is “may”; that is, acceptance is not 

obligatory. 

But when not otherwise accepted, any form of cash or money “may” be exchanged for any other form of 

cash or money deposited in any accepting institution by requesting through a TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC 

BUSINESS MART CALL CENTER that U.S. PROFESIONALES DE EL SALVADOR, S.A. DE C.V. (“USPES”) have its 

USA affiliate, TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC issue a PAY ORDER. 

See http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/TEXAS HOLDINGS INC PAY ORDER.pdf 
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A request to USPES to have a PAY ORDER issued must be preceded by an associated purchase from 

USPES of UNIFORM ADVERTISING WEEK SERVICES (“UAWS”), valued at $20,000 UNITED STATES 

DOLLARS per each $1 Million UNITED STATES DOLLARS in value of a requested exchange. 

 See http://www.zcash.org/NEWS7004.pdf 

 See http://www.change2100.com/GTD/  

However, the full amount required for payment may be obtained by starting with a lower amount and 

working up by receiving and using rebates as shown in Number 93 in DIRECTORY in THIBMART in 

www.change2100.com 

 See http://www.change2100.com/GTD/contents/en-us/d136.html 

See http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/A POUND OF COFFEE AND MEDIUM TERM NOTE 

TRADING WITHIN FIDES.pdf  

For more information contact a TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC BUSINESS MART CALL CENTER. 

To be assigned a CENTER send an email to centerassign@change2100.com 
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